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“What’s been your greatest college #yolo moment?”
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Faked an owl fight one time for an art project. Sorry guize.
HANNAH LOONEY:  I hit golfballs into The Hov’s office. Inside the golfballs were 
love letters. To his dog. He doesn’t have a dog.
EMMA RENNIE: The other night I put sriracha on chocolate ice cream. LIVE          
DANGEROUSLY.
SAM SEXTON: I deep-fried a donut and ate it and didn’t die. America!
BRIAN CLICK: Every night bro, smokin beers, drinkin weed, havin fun.

By ER

It’s almost Renn Fayre--have you decided which novelty intoxicants you’ll consume yet? If  not, don’t fret! 
We’ve compiled a list of  this year’s best, most innovative ways to get shwasted. Read on, dear friends--you can 
thank us once you’ve sobered up!

Canyon Kitten Fur: Earlier this semester, a rising Biology senior who has asked not to 
be named found a hairball on the dirt path between Commons and the Amphitheatre, and 
decided to analyze its chemical makeup, because why the everloving  fuck not? As you likely 
already know, the Canyon Lake is made up of  approximately 50% water, 20% marijuana 
residue, 15% vomited-up Everclear, 13% E. Coli, and 2% highly potent opioids. While this 
mixture is obviously toxic to humans (don’t drink Canyon Water, kids!), cats are the spawn 
of  Satan, and can thus consume it with impunity. As such, the canyon kittens have been 
drinking it since birth. “I suspect that every cell in their bodies is pretty psychoactive at 
this point,” says our unnamed druggie hero, “including their fur. This stuff  will get you so 
fucking high, man!” To procure this highly potent substance, one must simply lure a canyon 
kitten--my sources suggest that they’re fond of  stripadillas--and shave off  a small bit of  fur. 
“Even just a little bit will give you a four-hour high,” says No-name. “It doesn’t hurt teh kit-
tehs at all, so long as everyone’s honorable about it.” Vegans, rejoice!

H7-203-B: No one knows what’s in this stuff, but rumor has it that Commons George is 
selling--just ask him for the “extra special fancy cake,” then wait out back until he goes on 
his break. A buddy of  mine told me it gives you a four-day ecstasy-like high, and that “every-
one’s elephants, man! You’re an elephant! I’m an elephant! That dude’s an elephant!” There 
was no “that dude,” my friends. This stuff  is just that good.

The Mushrooms Outside FSM: Last week, someone got really fucking drunk and started 
putting random shit in her--er--their mouth. One of  the items ingested was a purple-and-
gray mushroom I--she found under the big tree in front of  Foster-Scholz. While there were 
too many confounding variables to determine with utmost certitude that that was what 
produced the tremendous feeling of  euphoria that followed, it’s my best guess. Do it, man. 
It’ll be awesome.

The Blood of your Enemies: While this is not technically an intoxicating substance, 
research has shown that a good murder improves just about everyone’s mood. Except for 
the dead guy’s, of course. He’s dead. The only thing that’s preferable to is thesising.

By SS

Monday, April 8

1123; Deconstruction of  Property; Vollum
A student’s blistering critique of  the lecture format as a means of  mystifying power resulted 
in VLH becoming partially deconstructed. Phys Plant was called to repair the (post)struc-
tural damage.

Tuesday, April 9

1607; AOD/Distribution of  Drugs; Off  Campus
CSOs took the bus to City Hall to investigate rumors that the administration was planning 
to introduce chemicals into the Portland water supply. They were reassured that there would 
be a referendum before the fluoridation came into effect.

2246; Smoking Violation; MacNaughton
CSOs peeping through a window at a particularly kinky BDSM session agreed that that was 
one smokin’ violation of  social mores. *Rimshot*

Friday, April 12

0143; AOD/Other Drug; Aspen
A student who had clearly dropped acid called for help from a CSO, who helped them pick 
the acid up off  the floor and put it back in the fridge. *Rimshot again*

1334; AOD/Unregulated Depressants; Vollum
A professor was spotted giving unreasonable amounts of  reading to his students, who’d 
hoped to enjoy the weekend, and was written up for distributing depressants to minors. 
*Third rimshot*

Saturday, April 13

2002; Antisocial Behavior; Foster
A student called in a noise complaint at 8 PM on a Saturday, and was chastised for being 
such a nerd.

2143; AOD/Alcohol; Pool Hall
A student sent on a run to the Sev was told to “just get a six-pack of  Mirror Pond,” but 
spent the money on a rack of  PBR instead, clearly violating the Honor Principle. The mis-
behavior was merely compounded when the student drank most of  the PBR himself  and 
kept bumming cigarettes off  everyone all night without contributing anything back. CSOs 
were informed by other students that the violator did this all the time and was “that guy” 
who nobody ever wants at the party. Violator was excluded from campus.

            Celebrations of  the death of  Margaret Thatcher, one of  Britain’s most controver-
sial prime ministers, in a poor South London neighborhood were interrupted when the 
ghost of  the Iron Lady herself  flew through several houses to disrupt the festivities.

           “You didn’t think you’d be rid of  me that easily, did you? Silly sods!” Thatcher’s 
ghost cackled, reveling in the shouts of  fright from the adults and tears of  terror from the 
children.  “I destroyed your jobs and communities, and now I’m here for your souls!”

       Despite her threats, Britain’s only female prime minister appeared to be much less 
powerful in death than in life.

        “I was terrified at first, but she didn’t really do much,” said Agatha Smith, who had 
made a cake for her husband and five children when she heard the news.  “She tried to 
possess Joe from down the road, but when it didn’t work, she sort of  just made silly noises 
while knocking our pots and pans about.  She also booed at us whenever anyone tried to 
eat.”  Agatha shook her head.  “It certainly wasn’t as bad as the time she sold off  public 
transport, or her attacks on unions that led to protesting and the police beating Oliver [her 
husband] senseless, but it was hardly pleasant.”

       Thatcher made the rounds in several houses in the neighborhood, most of  which were 
occupied by people who had lost their jobs or hit on hard times because of  Thatcher’s 
policies.  In every house, the divisive political figure knocked over various objects and 
shouted mean names, but did little permanent damage.  Her forty-five minute reign of  
terror came to an end when one of  the residents of  the neighborhood started singing the 
Special A.K.A song Free Nelson Mandela, which causes Thatcher’s spirit to hiss and disap-
pear in a cloud of  foul-smelling green smoke.  An investigation into the paranormal event 
is not expected; Britain’s branch of  the ghostbusters (the British ‘Busting Corps, or BBC) 
was among the hardest hit by Prime Minister David Cameron’s wave of  austerity cuts.

Margaret Thatcher brings fear and discomfort to the impoverished of  Britain one last time

CSO Blotter Outtakes

    If  you were at Commons for dinner on Friday at around 5:45, you may have noticed 
there was a bit of  a crisis. In fact, you definitely would have noticed if  you had been waiting 
in line when it happened. And if  that’s the case, you deserve my eternal sympathy. Poor 
souls.

    For those of  you lucky enough to be unaware of  this, allow me to explain. Right in the 
middle of  dinner rush, the Bon Appetit magic-electronic-cash-register-machines stopped 
working. The technology malfunctioned, and the screens went black. Mile-long lines of  
starving college students piled up behind all three registers, and went nowhere. “A lot of  
us got so desperate that we started to eat our food before paying it,” admitted one victim. 
“I feel so guilty. I’ve never stolen from Commons before.” (I believed her, actually.) Many 
complained that standing up for so long is horribly uncomfortable. I couldn’t help but think 
of  that Reed Emission about how awkward it is to wait in line with other people. That 
person would probably have died of  a stroke in this situation.

    Anyway, while the hungry Reedies waited in a crowd, Bon Appetit employees calmly 
excused themselves to determine the cause of  the fiasco. Apparently, a group of  them 
examined the tech center beneath the kitchens and determined that aliens were interfering 
with the computer signals. “You know, the satellite thingy,” explained one cashier. “The one 
that, um, connects us to the, you know, server. For communication with uh, technology. In 
space. The aliens found it. We’ve lost the bleeps, the sweeps, and the, you know, the creeps. 
Now we can’t, like, use the internet. Or something. That’s how it works, right? Hold on, let 
me refer you to my supervisor.”

    So after they argued about that for a while, the cashiers remembered that people used to 
buy food back before fancy electronic cash registers were invented. They brought out some 
good old-fashioned pen and paper, and recorded students’ ID numbers along with the 
items they bought, presumably so they could enter them into the system later. Obviously 
they were quite sure that the alien interference would go away. But as it turns out, it did. 
Just a few minutes after the crowd cleared, the machines were working again.

    “Ohhh my GOODNESS,” exclaimed Assistant Manager George Cole, affectionately 
referred to as “Commons George.” “What an interesting night. It was like we were in the 
Twilight Zone. But everything is wonderful again.”

By EC
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